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ABSTRACT: Poly(glycerol monomethacrylate)-poly(2-hy-
droxypropyl methacrylate) diblock copolymer vesicles can be
prepared in the form of concentrated aqueous dispersions via
polymerization-induced self-assembly (PISA). In the present
study, these syntheses are conducted in the presence of varying
amounts of silica nanoparticles of approximately 18 nm
diameter. This approach leads to encapsulation of up to
hundreds of silica nanoparticles per vesicle. Silica has high
electron contrast compared to the copolymer which facilitates
TEM analysis, and its thermal stability enables quantification
of the loading efficiency via thermogravimetric analysis.
Encapsulation efficiencies can be calculated using disk
centrifuge photosedimentometry, since the vesicle density
increases at higher silica loadings while the mean vesicle diameter remains essentially unchanged. Small angle X-ray scattering
(SAXS) is used to confirm silica encapsulation, since a structure factor is observed at q ≈ 0.25 nm−1. A new two-population
model provides satisfactory data fits to the SAXS patterns and allows the mean silica volume fraction within the vesicles to be
determined. Finally, the thermoresponsive nature of the diblock copolymer vesicles enables thermally triggered release of the
encapsulated silica nanoparticles simply by cooling to 0−10 °C, which induces a morphological transition. These silica-loaded
vesicles constitute a useful model system for understanding the encapsulation of globular proteins, enzymes, or antibodies for
potential biomedical applications. They may also serve as an active payload for self-healing hydrogels or repair of biological tissue.
Finally, we also encapsulate a model globular protein, bovine serum albumin, and calculate its loading efficiency using
fluorescence spectroscopy.

■ INTRODUCTION

Microcompartmentalization is widely acknowledged to be a
fundamental prerequisite for life on Earth.1−4 Many intra-
cellular processes require spatial separation of components via
impermeable lipid membranes, with membrane proteins
allowing the selective diffusion of various chemical species in
and out of cells.5 Similarly, microencapsulation is important for
many industrial formulations, ranging from orally administered
drugs6 to agrochemicals7,8 to laundry products.9,10 This enables
the controlled release of active components and can also
prevent the premature deactivation of mutually incompatible
components, such as enzyme denaturation by bleach chemicals
in liquid laundry products. In particular, liposomes11 and block
copolymer vesicles12−19 (or “polymersomes”) are some of the
most widely used carriers in the development of drug delivery
applications.20−22 Typically, such hollow nanoparticles are
loaded with water-soluble drugs,23−25 oligonucleotides,25−27

enzymes,28 or antibodies.29 In this context, there are also a few
reports describing the incorporation of magnetic nanoparticles

within block copolymer vesicle membranes, which may enable
active targeting of tumors.30

Over the last five years or so, polymerization-induced self-
assembly (PISA) has become established as a powerful tool for
the rational design and efficient synthesis of a wide range of
diblock copolymer nano-objects in either aqueous solution or
non-aqueous media.31−33 Of particular relevance to the present
study, RAFT aqueous dispersion polymerization can be utilized
to prepare block copolymer vesicles at copolymer concen-
trations of up to 25% w/v solids.34−38 Periodic sampling during
such syntheses has confirmed a progressive evolution in
copolymer morphology, with transmission electron microscopy
(TEM) studies revealing that the transformation of highly
anisotropic worms into well-defined vesicles proceeds via a so-
called “jellyfish” intermediate.35 These observations suggest an
intriguing question: can the efficient encapsulation of nano-
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particles within the vesicles be achieved during such PISA
syntheses?39 This question is directly addressed herein, with an
aqueous silica sol being selected as a model cargo. These
nanoparticles were chosen for the following five reasons: (i)
they are commercially available in the form of concentrated
dispersions; (ii) they possess sufficient electron contrast to
allow their visualization by TEM; (iii) they are relatively strong
X-ray scatterers; (iv) their density is sufficiently high to enable
sedimentation-based particle size analysis; (v) their loading
efficiency can be readily determined using thermogravimetry.
Moreover, Leibler and co-workers40 recently reported that silica
nanoparticles enable the convenient repair of cleaved synthetic
hydrogels or biological tissue (e.g., organs such as the liver).
Hence, such silica nanoparticles are likely to be a biomedically
relevant active species, in addition to serving as a model cargo.
In the present study, a series of silica-loaded AB diblock

copolymer vesicles was readily prepared via RAFT aqueous
dispersion polymerization36,37,41 by chain-extending a water-
soluble poly(glycerol monomethacrylate) (PGMA) chain
transfer agent (CTA) using 2-hydroxypropyl methacrylate
(HPMA) in the presence of varying concentrations of aqueous
silica nanoparticles.
Provided that an appropriate diblock copolymer composition

is targeted, the resulting amphiphilic PGMA−PHPMA diblock
copolymer chains undergo in situ self-assembly via a complex
multistep mechanism that ultimately leads to the formation of
large polydisperse vesicles.35 An open-ended “jellyfish”
structure is generated just prior to vesicle formation;35 hence,
silica nanoparticles can diffuse within the jellyfish before
membrane formation is complete, leading to their in situ
encapsulation. It is perhaps worth emphasizing that vesicle
formation via this pathway circumvents the problem of
encapsulation discussed by Adams et al. for vesicles prepared
via post-polymerization processing of preformed diblock
copolymers.42

■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Synthesis and Characterization of Silica-Loaded

Vesicles. RAFT solution polymerization of GMA was
conducted in ethanol at 70 °C to generate a near-monodisperse
G58 macro-CTA (Mw/Mn = 1.13; see Figure S1). After

purification, this water-soluble macro-CTA was utilized for
the RAFT aqueous dispersion polymerization of HPMA at 10%
w/w solids (see Figure 1a) to obtain PGMA58-PHPMA250
diblock copolymers, denoted hereafter as G58H250 for the
sake of brevity. Gel permeation chromatography (GPC) studies
indicated that near-monodisperse diblock copolymers were
obtained with minimal macro-CTA contamination and high
blocking efficiencies (Mw/Mn = 1.12; see Figure S1). RAFT
aqueous dispersion polymerization of HPMA was also
conducted in the presence of 5−35% w/w silica nanoparticles.
1H NMR studies (see Figure S2) indicated that >99% HPMA
conversion was achieved within 2 h at 70 °C, regardless of the
presence of silica nanoparticles.
TEM images (see Figures 2 and S3) reveal a pure vesicular

morphology for the control experiments performed in the
absence of any silica nanoparticles, as expected when targeting
such an asymmetric G58H250 diblock copolymer composi-
tion.35,36 Dynamic light scattering (DLS) studies indicated a
mean vesicle diameter of 350 nm with a polydispersity (PDI) of
0.08 (see Table 1). The folds that are discernible in the TEM
images are the result of vesicle buckling and/or partial collapse
of these relatively delicate nanostructures under ultrahigh
vacuum. For experiments conducted in the presence of silica
nanoparticles, TEM images reveal that a pure vesicular
morphology is still obtained, with excess non-encapsulated
silica nanoparticles also present. In order to remove the non-
encapsulated silica, the vesicles were centrifuged at 9000 rpm
for 20 min and redispersed in deionized water (see cartoon in
Figure 1b). After six centrifugation−redispersion cycles, TEM
images suggest that the vast majority of the non-encapsulated
silica is removed and that the remaining silica nanoparticles
reside within the vesicles (see Figures 2 and S3).
Hypothetically, these TEM observations could be the result

of drying artifacts. In contrast, cryo-TEM allows the direct
observation of hydrated vesicles that have not been dried,
stained, or fixed; thus, this technique is much more
representative of their native environment. Cryo-TEM images
(see Figure 3) confirm that the silica nanoparticles are indeed
located inside the vesicle lumen. Both DLS and TEM studies
indicate that the vesicle diameter is essentially unchanged,
regardless of the initial silica concentration, [silica]0.

Figure 1. (a) Synthesis of a G58 macro-CTA via RAFT solution polymerization and subsequent synthesis of G58H250 diblock copolymer via RAFT
aqueous dispersion polymerization (targeting this copolymer composition is known to lead to vesicle formation35,36). (b) Schematic cartoon
illustrating in situ encapsulation of silica nanoparticles during the synthesis of G58H250 diblock copolymer vesicles via RAFT aqueous dispersion
polymerization and subsequent release of such silica nanoparticles on cooling to around 273 K, which induces vesicle dissociation.
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Simple geometric considerations suggest that the maximum
number of silica nanoparticles encapsulated per vesicle during
these PISA syntheses should be given by the total vesicle lumen
volume multiplied by the number of silica nanoparticles per
unit volume in the aqueous solution, which depends on
[silica]0. In order to quantify the amount of silica encapsulated
within the vesicle lumen, the following three characterization
techniques were utilized.
Disk Centrifuge Photosedimentometry (DCP). DCP

reports the weight-average particle diameter, which lies between
the number-average and intensity-average diameters reported
by TEM and DLS, respectively.43

Assuming a spherical particle morphology, a DCP weight-
average diameter can be calculated, provided that the particle

density is accurately known. Since the PHPMA membrane is
highly plasticized by water38 the vesicle density was estimated to
be 1.10 g cm−3. When arbitrarily fixing the vesicle density at this
value, the mean vesicle diameter increases monotonically and

Figure 2. TEM images of G58H250 diblock copolymer vesicles
synthesized in the presence of increasing amounts of silica nano-
particles (0−20% w/w silica). (Left) As-synthesized dried dispersions
containing excess silica. (Right) After six centrifugation−redispersion
cycles to remove excess silica. Additional TEM images for silica-loaded
vesicles prepared using an initial silica concentration of 15%, 25%,
30%, or 35% w/w are shown in Figure S3.

Table 1. Summary of DLS Hydrodynamic Diameters (Dh), Initial and Final Silica Contents Determined by Thermogravimetry
(TGA) Before and After Centrifugation, TGA-Derived Silica Loading Efficiency (LETGA), Effective Density (ρeff), Number of
Silica Nanoparticles Per Vesicle (Nsv), and Encapsulation Efficiency (EEDCP) Determined Using Disk Centrifuge
Photosedimentometry (DCP), SAXS-Derived Vesicle Diameter (where Dv = 2Rv and σDv Is Its Standard Deviation), and the
Concentration of Encapsulated Silica Obtained for a Series of G58H250 Diblock Copolymers Prepared in the Presence of 0−35%
w/w Silica

[silica]0
(% w/w)

DLS Dh
(PDI) (nm)

initial TGA silica
content (%)

final TGA silica
content (%)

LETGA
(%)

DCP ρeff
(g cm−3)

DCP
Nsv EEDCP (%)

SAXS Dv ±
σDv (nm)

SAXS-derived concentration of
encapsulated silica (% w/w)

0 350 (0.08) 0.25 0.25 0.0 1.071 0 0 291 ± 7 0
5 364 (0.17) 37.7 3.78 7.85 1.076 9 13.2 296 ± 6 0.20
10 390 (0.18) 51.5 8.72 9.55 1.084 24 16.9 295 ± 5 0.41
15 317 (0.20) 63.5 13.6 10.5 1.093 40 18.9 323 ± 5 1.12
20 402 (0.17) 73.1 17.0 10.2 1.106 66 24.6 335 ± 6 1.87
25 382 (0.15) 78.2 19.2 9.51 1.119 91 25.6 301 ± 5 1.75
30 410 (0.16) 83.8 21.0 8.85 1.130 112 26.2 332 ± 5 2.03
35 346 (0.09) 86.5 22.1 8.12 1.141 133 26.6 301 ± 5 1.79

Figure 3. Cryo-TEM images obtained for (a) empty G58H250 diblock
copolymer vesicles, (b) G58H250 diblock copolymer vesicles prepared
in the presence of 20% w/w silica nanoparticles (after centrifugation to
remove excess silica nanoparticles), and (c) the silica nanoparticles
alone, for which the SAXS-derived vesicle diameter (Dv) is 18.4 nm.

Figure 4. DCP data recorded for G58H250 diblock copolymer vesicles
prepared in the presence of increasing amounts of silica nanoparticles
(0−35% w/w silica). (a) Uncorrected weight-average vesicle size
distributions for which an arbitrary vesicle density of 1.10 g cm−3 was
utilized. (b) Corrected weight-average vesicle size distributions
whereby the weight-average diameter was held constant at 291 nm
(as calculated from SAXS analysis of vesicles prepared in the absence
of any silica nanoparticles) by adjusting the vesicle density from 1.071
to 1.141 g cm−3, see Table 1. These densities were then used to
calculate the silica content of the vesicles. N.B. The apparent
broadening of these DCP size distributions is an artifact caused by
the superposition of a density distribution on the size distribution
(because larger vesicles will contain more silica nanoparticles, see main
text for details).
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the vesicle size distribution becomes significantly broader when
the [silica]0 is increased from 0 to 35% w/w (see Figure 4a).
Given that the silica density is 2.06(5) g cm−3 (as judged by
helium pycnometry), this suggests that the number of silica
nanoparticles encapsulated per vesicle increases at higher
[silica]0, as expected. Hence, the effective vesicle density
increases, resulting in much faster sedimentation of the vesicles
relative to the non-encapsulated silica nanoparticles. This
means that DCP analyses can be conducted on the as-
synthesized dispersions, since the excess silica nanoparticles
cannot be detected on the same (short) time scale as the
vesicles. However, the vesicle size distribution has finite width,
and larger vesicles contain many more silica nanoparticles than
smaller vesicles. This leads to a density distribution being
superimposed on the vesicle size distribution, which results in
its artificial broadening. In principle, this problem can be
corrected by calculating the particle density for a given
diameter, as reported by Fielding et al.43 However, this
refinement was not considered necessary in the present work.
SAXS analysis of the G58H250 diblock copolymer vesicles

prepared in the presence of silica nanoparticles indicated
volume-average vesicle diameters of 295−335 nm, which are
comparable to the mean diameter of 291 ± 7 nm obtained for
empty vesicles (see Table 1). This suggests that the presence of
the silica nanoparticles does not significantly affect the PISA
synthesis. Taking the SAXS diameter of the empty vesicles to
be the true DCP diameter for both empty and silica-loaded
vesicles, the effective vesicle density (ρeff) must vary from 1.071
to 1.141 g cm−3 on increasing the [silica]0 from 0 to 35% w/w
(see Figure 4b). This difference in ρeff allows calculation of (i)
the mean number of silica nanoparticles encapsulated per
vesicle (Nsv), (ii) the volume of the vesicle lumen occupied by
silica nanoparticles (Vsl), and (iii) the encapsulation efficiency
(EEDCP, see eqs S1−S8 in the Supporting Information for
calculations). This analysis suggests that Nsv increases from 0 to
133 (see Figure 5a and Table 1), Vsl increases from 0 to 4.76%,
and EEDCP increases from 0 to 27% on increasing [silica]0 from
0 to 35% w/w (see Figure 5b and Table 1). The Nsv increases
monotonically with [silica]0. However, Nsv is lower than the
theoretical Nsv calculated from geometric considerations.
Naively, we expected that the Nsv would be simply comparable
to the number of silica nanoparticles that occupy a certain
volume for a given [silica]0. However, the silica concentration
inside the vesicle lumen is lower than that outside the vesicles.
This suggests a mass transport problem: diffusion of the silica
nanoparticles within the jellyfish during PISA appears to be
relatively slow on the time scale of vesicle formation. Thus, only
approximately 27% of the theoretical maximum amount of silica
is actually encapsulated within the vesicle lumen (see Figure
5b).
Thermogravimetric Analysis (TGA). Pyrolysis of the

methacrylic copolymer used in this study leaves no
incombustible residues on heating up to 800 °C in air. In
contrast, the silica nanoparticles are thermally stable under
these conditions. Thus, TGA can be used to determine the
encapsulated silica content of dried vesicles after removal of the
excess non-encapsulated silica via six centrifugation−redis-
persion cycles (see TEM images in Figure 2).
The silica nanoparticles used in this work lose ∼10.1% mass

on heating to 350 °C in air during TGA analysis. This is
attributed to a combination of surface moisture and also
pyrolysis of surface glycerol groups (at ∼350 °C), which are
present for this particular commercial grade. This mass loss

must be taken into account when calculating the silica content
of the silica-loaded vesicles (see eq S9 in the Supporting
Information and also for the data shown in Table 1). As
expected, TGA curves recorded prior to centrifugation (see
Figure S4a) indicate higher silica contents than those observed
after centrifugation (see Figure S4b).
In calculating the TGA-derived loading efficiency (LETGA, see

eqs S9 and S10) it is assumed that (i) all the copolymer present
has formed vesicles, (ii) there are no empty vesicles, and (iii) all
of the excess silica was removed via centrifugation (which is
likely to be the case in view of the gravimetric analysis results
shown in Figure S5). The LETGA remains relatively constant at
around 9% regardless of the [silica]0 (see Figure 5b). It is
perhaps worth emphasizing the difference between LETGA and
EEDCP. The former parameter is calculated from experimental
TGA data and represents the proportion of silica that is
encapsulated within the vesicles relative to [silica]0. In contrast,
EEDCP is calculated by combining the DCP and SAXS data.
SAXS is used to determine an accurate weight-average vesicle
diameter, vesicle membrane thickness, and vesicle lumen
volume. The numerator term is the mean number of silica
nanoparticles per vesicle (determined by using the SAXS
diameter to calculate the precise vesicle density required to
correct the raw DCP data), while the denominator is calculated
by multiplying the [silica]0 by the total vesicle lumen volume
divided by the total volume of the solution. This calculation
assumes that there are no interactions between the copolymer
and the silica. For a given vesicle diameter and [silica]0, the

Figure 5. Effect of varying the initial silica concentration, [silica]0,
during the in situ loading of silica nanoparticles into G58H250 diblock
copolymer vesicles prepared via RAFT aqueous dispersion polymer-
ization at 70 °C. (a) Comparison of the theoretical maximum number
of silica nanoparticles encapsulated per vesicle with that calculated
experimentally from DCP data. (b) Comparison of DCP-derived silica
encapsulation efficiency (EEDCP) and the TGA-derived loading
efficiency (LETGA).
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denominator term can be used to calculate the theoretical
maximum number of silica nanoparticles per vesicle.
Small Angle X-ray Scattering (SAXS). In order to analyze

the synchrotron SAXS data obtained for these silica-loaded
vesicles, it was necessary to develop an appropriate analytical
model. Three types of particles are present in these samples:
empty copolymer vesicles (morphology 1), spherical silica
nanoparticles (morphology 2), and silica-loaded copolymer
vesicles (morphology 3). In general, the silica component
scatters X-rays more strongly than the copolymer, but the silica
nanoparticles (morphology 2) dominate the scattering intensity
at high q, whereas the much larger vesicles (morphology 1)
dominate the scattering at low q. Drawing on our earlier
structural characterization of core−shell nanocomposite par-
ticles comprising polymer cores and particulate silica shells,44

the scattering patterns associated with morphology 3 can be
satisfactorily fitted using a two-population model. In this case
population 1 corresponds to silica-loaded vesicles and
population 2 describes the particulate nature of the
corresponding lumen. Thus this two-population model includes
a modified version of morphology 1 and morphology 2 and can
be applied to all three morphologies. In general, the scattering
intensity of a system composed of n different (non-interacting)
populations of polydisperse objects can be expressed as:

∫ ∫∑= Ψ
=

∞ ∞
I q S q N F q r r r r

r r

( ) ( ) ... ( , , ..., ) ( , ..., )

d ...d

l

n

l l l l lk l l lk

l lk

1 0 0
1 1

1 (1)

where Fl(q, rl1,...,rlk) is the form factor, Ψl(q, rl1,...,rlk) is the
distribution function, Nl is the number density per unit volume,
and Sl(q) is the structure factor of the lth population in the
system. rl1,...,rlk is a set of k parameters describing the structural
morphology of the lth population. The two-population model
can be derived from eq 1 by taking n = 2 and assigning the
silica-loaded copolymer vesicles to population 1 (l = 1) and the
spherical silica nanoparticles within the vesicle lumen to
population 2 (l = 2). The form factor for population 1
(vesicles) can be described as:45

β β

β

= + + −

+

F q A q N F qR N N

A q N A q A q

( ) [ ( )] ( ) ( 1)

[ ( )] 2 ( ) ( )

ml
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1
2
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2

c g agg agg c
2

c
2

agg c c (2)

However, this expression requires modification to represent
silica-loaded vesicles: the amplitude of the membrane self-term
in eq 2 must be replaced by an amplitude representing both the
membrane and the silica-loaded lumen expressed as the form
factor amplitude for a core−shell spherical particle:46

ξ ξ

ξ ξ ξ ξ

= − − Φ

+ − − − − Φ

A q x V qR

x V qR

( ) (1 )( ) ( )

[ (1 )( )] ( )
ml

l

sol m sol out out

sol sol m sol in in
(3)

where Rin = Rm − (1/2)Tm is the radius of the lumen, Rout = Rm
+ (1/2)Tm is the outer radius of the membrane, Vin = (4/
3)πRin

3 is the volume of the vesicle lumen, and Vout = (4/
3)πRout

3 is the volume of the vesicle. Rm is the radius from the
center of the vesicle to the middle of the membrane, Tm is the
membrane thickness (Figure 6), and Φ(x) = (3[sin(x) −
x cos(x)])/x3 is the form factor amplitude for a homogeneous
sphere. The vesicle aggregation number (i.e., the mean number
of copolymer chains per vesicle) is given by Nagg = (1 −
xsol)(Vout − Vin)/Vm, where xsol is the solvent fraction in the

membrane and Vm is the volume of the membrane-forming
hydrophobic PHPMA block (Vm = VPHPMA250). The X-ray
scattering length contrast for the corona block is βc = Vc(ξc −
ξsol), where Vc is the corona block volume (VPGMA58). The
block volumes are calculated from V = Mw/(ρNA) using the
weight-average molecular weight, Mw, of the block components
and the mass densities of the three blocks comprising the
copolymer (ρPHPMA = 1.21 ± 0.01 g cm−3 and ρPGMA = 1.31 ±
0.01 g cm−3; these values were determined for the
corresponding homopolymers using helium pycnometry). ξsol,
ξm, ξc, and ξl are the X-ray scattering length densities of the
surrounding solvent (ξH2O = 9.42 × 1010 cm−2), the membrane-
forming hydrophobic block (ξPHPMA = 11.11 × 1010 cm−2), the
vesicle corona block (ξPGMA = 11.94 × 1010 cm−2), and the
vesicle lumen [ξl = (1 − VSiO2

/Vin)ξH2O + (VSiO2
/Vin)ξSiO2

,

where ξSiO2
= 17.5 × 1010 cm−2 and VSiO2

is the volume
occupied by silica nanoparticles within the lumen]. It should be
mentioned that the X-ray scattering length contrast for the
membrane block is given by βm = Vm(ξm − ξsol). Thus the (βc/
βm)

2 ratio is approximately 0.08, which suggests that the profile
of the electron density distribution within the corona should be
included in the model. However, recent modeling of
experimental data on a similar system has demonstrated that
incorporation of a profile function in the model has a negligible
effect on the derived structural parameters.38 The self-
correlation term for the corona block in eq 2 is given by the
Debye function, Fc(qRg) = (2[exp(−q2Rg

2) − 1 + q2Rg
2])/(q4Rg

4),
where Rg is the radius of gyration of the corona block (Figure

Figure 6. SAXS patterns obtained for 1.0% w/w aqueous dispersions
of G58H250 diblock copolymer vesicles prepared via PISA in the
presence of varying amounts of silica nanoparticles (0%, 5%, and 35%
w/w silica). Gray circles represent data, and solid lines represent fitting
curves: when no silica was present during the vesicle synthesis, a
single-population vesicle model was sufficient to fit the corresponding
SAXS pattern, whereas two populations were required when silica
nanoparticles were present during the PISA synthesis. Red and blue
dashed lines represent populations 1 and 2, respectively. For clarity,
the upper two SAXS patterns are shifted vertically by arbitrary scaling
factors, as shown on the plot. (Inset) Schematic representation of
empty and silica-loaded G58H250 diblock copolymer vesicles, where
small black circles represent silica nanoparticles, red = PGMA block
(G), light blue = PHPMA block (H), Rm is the radius from the center
of the vesicle to the middle of the membrane, Tm is the membrane
thickness, and Rg is the radius of gyration of the corona.
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6). Assuming that there is no penetration of the corona blocks
within the membrane, the amplitude of the corona self-term is
expressed as:

= Ψ
+

+
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where Ψ(qRg) = (1 − exp(−qRg))/(qRg)
2 is the form factor

amplitude of the corona chain. The polydispersities for two
parameters (Rm and Tm), expressed as a Gaussian distribution,
are considered for the first (silica-loaded vesicle) population:
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where σRm and σTm are the standard deviations for Rm and Tm,
respectively. The number density per unit volume of population
1 (l = 1 in eq 1) is expressed as:

∫ ∫
=

Ψ
∞ ∞N

c

V r r r r r r( , ) ( , )d d
1

1

0 0 1 11 12 1 11 12 11 12 (6)

where c1 is the total volume fraction of copolymer molecules
forming vesicles in the sample and V1(r11, r12) is the total
volume of copolymers in a vesicle [V1(r11, r12) = (Vm + Vc)
Nagg(r11,r12)]. It is assumed that the vesicle dispersion is
sufficiently dilute to enable the structure factor for population 1
to be set to unity [S1(q) = 1]. Population 1 describes scattering
from a vesicle with a homogeneous lumen. However, the lumen
actually has a particulate structure arising from the encapsulated
silica nanoparticles. This generates an additional scattering
signal that can be described by population 2, for which l = 2 in
eq 1. The form factor for this population is simply that for a
homogeneous sphere:

ξ ξ= − ΦF q qR( ) ( ) ( )2 SiO sol
2 2

SiO2 2 (7)

where RSiO2
is the mean radius of the silica nanoparticles. All

other parameters and functions in the model for population 2
are analogous to those for population 1 (eq 2). The
polydispersity of one parameter (RSiO2

), expressed as a Gaussian
distribution, is considered for population 2:

πσ
Ψ = σ− −r e( )

1

2
l

R

r R
2 2 2

( ) /2 R

SiO2

21 SiO2
2

SiO2
2

(8)

where σRSiO2
is the standard deviation for RSiO2

. The number
density per unit volume of population 2 is expressed as:

∫
=

Ψ
∞N

c

V r r r( ) ( )d
2

2

0 2 21 2 21 21 (9)

where c2 is the total volume f raction of silica particles in the
sample and V2(r21) = (4/3)πr21

3 is the volume of a single
spherical silica nanoparticle. Since interparticle interactions are
expected for silica particles occupying the vesicle lumen, a hard-
sphere interaction structure factor based on the Percus−Yevick
approximation47 was introduced into the model for population
2:

=S q S q R f( ) ( , , )2 PY PY PY (10)

where RPY is the interaction radius and f PY is an effective hard-
sphere volume fraction. The model was incorporated in Irena
SAS macros for Igor Pro software,48 and numerical integration
of eqs 1, 6, and 9 was used for data fitting.
Accordingly, use of population 1 alone was sufficient for

satisfactory data fits to SAXS patterns obtained for empty
G58H250 diblock copolymer vesicles synthesized in the absence
of any silica nanoparticles. Use of the vesicle model (l = 1 in eq
1 and ξl = ξsol in eq 3) produced a reasonably good fit over 7
orders of magnitude of X-ray scattering intensity (see Figure 6).
The overall vesicle radius, Rv = Rout + 2Rg, was calculated to be
145.5 nm (Table S1), which is consistent with both TEM
observations (Figure 2) and DLS data (Table 1). The Rg of the
G58 corona block was determined to be 2.3 nm from fitting of
the G58H250 SAXS pattern.38 This experimental value is
comparable to a theoretical estimate: the projected contour
length of a single GMA monomer is 0.255 nm (two carbon
bonds in all-trans conformation), the total contour length of a
G58 block, LPGMA = 58 × 0.255 nm = 14.79 nm, and the Kuhn
length of 1.53 nm, based on the literature value for poly(methyl
methacrylate),49 result in an estimated Rg of (14.79 × 1.53/
6)1/2 or 1.94 nm. The SAXS data fit suggested that the
hydrophobic PHPMA component of the vesicle membrane was
solvated, xsol = 0.16.
In order to produce satisfactory fits to SAXS patterns

obtained for G58H250 diblock copolymer vesicles prepared in
the presence of silica nanoparticles, incorporation of population
2 (l = 2 in eq 1) into the model was essential. It was also
assumed for the fitting that all silica nanoparticles represented
by population 2 are located within the vesicles. Thus the
volume fraction of silica nanoparticles, c2, and the scattering
length density of the lumen, ξl, must be related in order to
produce a self-consistent model. In this respect, the scattering
length density of the lumen can be expressed as ξl = (1 − c2/
cl)ξH2O + (c2/cl)ξSiO2

, where cl = (c1Vin)/((Vout − Vin)(1 − xsol)),
is the total volume fraction of the vesicle lumen.
Structural parameters for the silica nanoparticles alone were

obtained from SAXS patterns recorded for 0.1%, 1%, and 5%
w/w aqueous silica sols (see Figure S6). In this case, only
population 2 of the model was required for satisfactory data fits.
The silica nanoparticle radius (RSiO2

) was estimated to be 9.2 ±
2.1 nm in all cases. Fittings for the 1% and 5% w/w silica SAXS
patterns required a hard-sphere interaction structure factor (see
eq 10), because a pronounced peak at q ≈ 0.25 nm−1 was
observed at higher silica concentrations. In contrast, no
structure factor was observed for the 0.1% w/w silica sol, as
expected.
A superposition of X-ray scattering signals from the two

populations used in the model produced good fits to the SAXS
data obtained for vesicles synthesized in the presence of silica
nanoparticles after removal of excess non-encapsulated silica
(Figure 6 and Table S1). It is assumed that both the Rg of the
PGMA block and the water content within the vesicle
membrane are independent of [silica]0. This is reasonable
because the same batch of PGMA macro-CTA was utilized and
the same PHPMA block degree of polymerization (DP) was
targeted in all cases. Thus the Rg and xsol values obtained for
G58H250 diblock copolymer vesicles synthesized in the absence
of any silica were also used for SAXS fitting of the vesicles
synthesized in the presence of silica nanoparticles. Moreover,
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SAXS analysis shows that both Tm and Rv remain virtually
constant regardless of [silica]0 (Tm ≈ 15.9 nm and Rv ≈ 145.5
nm, Table S1), which is consistent with our TEM observations
(Figure 2) and DLS data (Table 1). This confirms that the
dimensions of the empty vesicles produced using this PISA
formulation in the absence of any silica are comparable to those
obtained in the presence of the silica nanoparticles (see Table
1). It is emphasized that the broad peak at q ≈ 0.25 nm−1,
which is associated with interacting silica nanoparticles,
confirms successful silica encapsulation within the vesicles.
Moreover, increasing the [silica]0 leads to both a higher
effective volume fraction and a reduction in the correlation
distance between silica nanoparticles ( f PY and RPY, respectively,
see Table S1), which suggests a greater packing density for the
silica nanoparticles within the vesicle lumen. This was
corroborated by control experiments in which silica nano-
particles were added to empty vesicles to afford dispersions of
the same overall silica concentration. SAXS patterns recorded
for such dispersions did not possess any peak at q ≈ 0.25 nm−1

corresponding to silica nanoparticles, indicating that no
structure factor is required in this case (see Figure S7).
These SAXS observations confirm beyond any reasonable
doubt that the silica nanoparticles are indeed encapsulated
within the vesicles during these PISA syntheses.
The concentration of encapsulated silica nanoparticles (see

Table 1) can be estimated using the volume fraction of silica
nanoparticles (c2) obtained from the fitted SAXS patterns. In
general, the SAXS data are in fairly good agreement with the
corresponding TGA data (see Figure 7). However, SAXS tends
to underestimate the concentration of encapsulated silica at
higher [silica]0. In principle, this might be because TGA cannot
distinguish between the silica nanoparticles located within the
vesicles and any excess, non-encapsulated silica that might
remain in the aqueous continuous phase. In contrast, the two-
population SAXS model used in this work is mainly sensitive to
silica nanoparticles located within the vesicle lumen. However,
TEM studies coupled with gravimetric analysis of successive
supernatants suggest that there is relatively little, if any, non-
encapsulated silica present after six centrifugation−redispersion
cycles (see Figures 2 and S5, respectively). This discrepancy
arises because DCP reports artificially broadened, highly
asymmetric size distributions at higher [silica]0, as discussed
earlier. This is essentially a polydispersity effect: heavier vesicles
containing relatively high silica loadings appear larger in the

DCP size distribution, whereas lighter vesicles containing fewer
encapsulated silica nanoparticles appear smaller, giving rise to
an artificially skewed distribution.
This polydispersity effect also leads to uncertainty in the

calculated copolymer volume fraction (c1). The copolymer
concentration was actually kept constant at 1.0% w/w for all
SAXS measurements. However, the SAXS model incorrectly
suggests that the copolymer concentration is reduced 10-fold as
the [silica]0 is increased from 0 to 35% w/w. Such a significant
discrepancy must be associated with the broad distribution of
Nsv indicated by DCP measurements. The latter technique
shows that at low [silica]0 there is a relatively symmetric
(approximately Gaussian) distribution of silica nanoparticles
per vesicle. However, vesicle dispersions prepared at higher
[silica]0 exhibit significantly broader, highly asymmetric
distributions skewed to higher mass (Figure 4). This effect is
enhanced because ξSiO2

is higher than that of the copolymer
(17.5 × 1010 vs 11.11 × 1010 cm−2, respectively), so heavily
loaded vesicles scatter much more strongly than lightly loaded
(or empty) vesicles. This bias becomes important at higher
[silica]0, resulting in a lower apparent copolymer concentration.
In contrast, for [silica]0 = 5% w/w, the particle size distribution
is relatively narrow and symmetric (approximately Gaussian),
meaning that the SAXS data are more reliable in this regime.
For PISA syntheses conducted at this relatively low [silica]0, the
mean number of silica nanoparticles per vesicle is calculated to
be 9 and 14 for DCP and SAXS, respectively.
In principle, the problem in the SAXS analysis observed at

high [silica]0 could be rectified by incorporating an additional
function in order to account for the polydispersity of Nsv.
However, the current SAXS model already incorporates three
polydispersity functions (eqs 5 and 8): an extra function
describing the asymmetric distribution of Nsv would signifi-
cantly complicate the data analysis and is beyond the scope of
this work.

Thermally Triggered Release of Silica Nanoparticles.
In the light of recent work by Leibler and co-workers, the
controlled release of silica nanoparticles from vesicles could
offer a self-repair mechanism for either synthetic hydrogels or
living tissues.40 For the G58H250 diblock copolymer vesicles
described herein, a relatively low degree of polymerization
(DP) was targeted for the thermoresponsive PHPMA block
because we wished to explore the feasibility of controlled
release of the encapsulated silica nanoparticles.
In control experiments performed in the absence of any silica

nanoparticles, TEM studies confirmed that the G58H250 diblock
copolymer vesicles underwent a morphology change to produce
a mixture of diblock copolymer spheres and short worm-like
micelles on cooling to 0 °C for 30 min (see Figure S8).
For silica-loaded G58H250 diblock copolymer vesicles

prepared in the presence of 5% w/w silica nanoparticles, a
similar change in morphology was observed on cooling (see
Figure 8a). Such vesicle dissociation leads to release of the
encapsulated silica nanoparticles, which results in loss of the
silica structure factor in the corresponding SAXS pattern. Thus,
this thermally triggered transition confirms that the silica
nanoparticles are indeed encapsulated within the vesicle lumen.
SAXS was utilized to explore the kinetics of silica

nanoparticle release at 0 °C (see Figure 9). Time-resolved
SAXS studies indicated that intact silica-loaded vesicles were
still present after 6 min at 0 °C. Close inspection of these SAXS
patterns confirmed that the local minimum at q ≈ 0.02 nm−1,

Figure 7. Effect of varying the initial silica concentration, [silica]0, on
the concentration of encapsulated silica, as calculated using SAXS
(green triangles, measured at 1.0% w/w copolymer) and TGA (red
circles) for G58H250 diblock copolymer vesicles prepared at 10% w/w
in the presence of 0−35% w/w silica nanoparticles (after six
centrifugation−redispersion cycles).
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which is associated with the vesicle form factor, disappeared
after 9 min at 0 °C. Moreover, the gradient of the scattering
pattern at low q is reduced from −2 to −1 after 9 min,
indicating the formation of worm-like micelles. This gradient
tends to zero after 12 min at 0 °C, suggesting further vesicle
dissociation to form a mixture of spheres and short worm-like
micelles. Furthermore, the final pattern after 30 min at 0 °C is

identical to that obtained after 12 min, confirming that the
morphological transition is essentially complete after 12 min.
Further time-resolved SAXS studies were conducted for silica-
loaded vesicles prepared in the presence of 10−35% w/w silica
nanoparticles, which will be reported elsewhere in due course.
Leibler’s recent pioneering study40 suggests that silica

nanoparticles can be utilized as remarkably effective adhesives
for the repair of both synthetic hydrogels and biological tissue.
More specifically, two cut pieces of either polydimethylacryla-
mide gel or calf’s liver can be glued together simply by
spreading an aqueous solution of 30 nm commercial silica
nanoparticles on the two freshly cleaved interfaces and applying
light pressure for 30 s. In the context of the present study, we
hypothesize that silica nanoparticles encapsulated within
vesicles are not available for the repair of either synthetic
hydrogels or biological tissue. However, after their thermally
triggered release from the vesicles, the silica nanoparticles
should be able to act as an effective adhesive. However, for a
useful self-healing system it may be preferable to achieve silica
nanoparticle release at higher temperatures than 0 °C.
Temperature-dependent DLS studies (see Figure S9a) indicate
the onset of vesicle dissociation at around 10 °C, as judged by
the reduction in count rate and mean particle diameter (Dh).
Time-resolved DLS studies show that the rate of dissociation is
significantly faster at lower temperature. For example, Dh
decreases from approximately 350 nm to 76 nm after 2 h at
2 °C, with a concomitant reduction in count rate from 22 000
to 1000 kcps (see Figure S9b). TEM images verify release of
the encapsulated silica nanoparticles, plus the coexistence of
copolymer spheres (see Figure 8b). After aging at 5 °C for 57 h,
Dh increases to 523 nm before decreasing to 284 nm, which
suggests vesicle swelling prior to their dissociation (see Figure
S9c). However, the final Dh value is not consistent with sphere
formation. This is confirmed by TEM, which reveals the
formation of a complex mixture of lamellae and worm-like
micelles under these conditions (see Figure 8c). Nevertheless,
the encapsulated silica nanoparticles are still released (see red
circles in Figure 8c). Moreover, aging for 71 h at 10 °C, both
Dh and the count rate remain constant at around 350 nm and
20 000 kcps, respectively, which at first sight suggests that the
silica-loaded vesicles are not thermoresponsive under these
conditions (see Figure S9d). Indeed, TEM images reveal that
some vesicles are still intact, yet at least some originally
encapsulated silica nanoparticles were released, indicating that a
minor fraction of vesicles undergo dissociation (see Figure 8d).
In summary, both the extent and the rate of release of
encapsulated silica nanoparticles can be fine-tuned by varying
the release temperature and aging time. In principle, it would be
desirable to conduct time-resolved SAXS studies of the silica-
loaded vesicles at 2, 5, or 10 °C, but the much longer
experimental time scales required (days) preclude such
experiments.

Protein Encapsulation. We wished to examine whether
the above findings with silica nanoparticles could be extended
to include a model globular protein (bovine serum albumin,
BSA). Thus, we conducted RAFT aqueous dispersion polymer-
ization of HPMA at 37 °C using a low-temperature initiator
(VA-044) to obtain G55H270 diblock copolymer vesicles. These
relatively mild conditions were essential in order to avoid
denaturation of the protein cargo. The rate of HPMA
polymerization was significantly slower at 37 °C, but never-
theless essentially full conversion (>99%) was achieved within 8
h as judged by 1H NMR studies (see Figure S10a). GPC studies

Figure 8. TEM images obtained for G58H250 diblock copolymer
vesicles synthesized in the presence of 5% w/w silica nanoparticles
(see Figure 2) after cooling to (a) 0 °C for 30 min, (b) 2 °C for 3 h,
(c) 5 °C for 57 h, and (d) 10 °C for 71 h. Cooling results in the
release of the encapsulated silica nanoparticles, which are more
electron-dense than the copolymer nanoparticles (red circles depict
free silica nanoparticles). Cooling to 0 or 2 °C causes vesicles to
dissociate to spherical micelles and short worm-like micelles, cooling
to 5 °C results in jellyfish, worms, and lamellae, and cooling to only 10
°C results in minimal vesicle disintegration.

Figure 9. SAXS patterns obtained for 1.0% w/w aqueous dispersions
of G58H250 diblock copolymer vesicles (originally prepared via PISA at
10% w/w copolymer in the presence of 5% w/w silica). The excess/
non-encapsulated silica nanoparticles were removed via six centrifu-
gation−redispersion cycles. Then the purified silica-loaded G58H250
vesicles were cooled to 0 °C for 30 min while scattering patterns were
collected every 15 s. Selected SAXS patterns recorded after various
times at 0 °C are shown (for clarity, these patterns are shifted vertically
by an arbitrary scaling factor). Silica-loaded vesicles are present up to 8
min (red circles) but undergo dissociation to form worm-like micelles
after 9 min (green circles), followed by further transformation to
produce mainly spheres after 12 min (blue circles).
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confirmed that a near-monodisperse diblock copolymer was
obtained with minimal macro-CTA contamination and a high
blocking efficiency (Mw/Mn = 1.16; see Figure S10b). TEM
images (see Figure 10a) reveal a pure vesicular morphology, as
expected when targeting such an asymmetric G55H270 diblock
copolymer composition. The vesicles are not affected by this

low-temperature PISA formulation, suggesting that it may be
possible to encapsulate proteins or other delicate biomolecules
(e.g., DNA, RNA, antibodies, enzymes etc.) intact under mild
conditions. To examine this hypothesis, G55H270 diblock
copolymer vesicles were synthesized at 37 °C in the presence
of 5% w/w BSA. GPC studies indicated that near-monodisperse
diblock copolymers were obtained with a comparable Mn,
minimal macro-CTA contamination, and high blocking
efficiencies (Mw/Mn = 1.17; see Figure S10b), despite the
presence of BSA. After removal of the non-encapsulated BSA
via six centrifugation−redispersion cycles, TEM images
confirmed the expected vesicular morphology (see Figure
10b). Moreover, encapsulated BSA is discernible within the
vesicle lumen. It should be noted that BSA is a monothiol-
functional protein, which in principle can participate in radical-
based polymerizations.52−54 However, GPC, TEM, and 1H
NMR studies suggest that this 37 °C PISA formulation is not
adversely affected by the presence of 5% w/w BSA.
Conveniently, BSA is intrinsically fluorescent: it absorbs at

278 nm and emits at 337 nm,50,51 which enables the loading
efficiency of BSA within the vesicles (LEBSA) to be calculated.
First, the fluorescence emission was obtained for a series of
aqueous BSA dispersions, with concentrations ranging from
0.00075% to 0.01% w/w (see Figure S11a). From these data, a
linear calibration plot was constructed (see Figure S11b).
Fluorescence spectra were obtained for (i) G55H270 vesicles
synthesized in the presence of 5% w/w BSA, (ii) G55H270
vesicles synthesized in the presence of 5% w/w BSA after
purification by centrifugation−redispersion, and (iii) for
G55H270 vesicles synthesized in the absence of BSA (see Figure
10c). The emission at 337 nm for the latter dispersion was
subtracted from that of the former dispersions in order to
normalize the data. Using this calibration plot, [BSA]0 was
calculated to be 5.19% w/w, whereas the concentration of
encapsulated BSA, [BSA]e, was determined to be 0.559% w/w,
indicating a LEBSA of 10.8% (see eqs S11−13). This calculation
assumes that all of the non-encapsulated BSA was removed via
six centrifugation−redispersion cycles. Analysis of successive
supernatants after each centrifugation cycle indicates that most
(3.6% w/w) of the non-encapsulated BSA was removed during
the first centrifugation−redispersion cycle, and the amount of
non-encapsulated BSA remaining in the supernatant after six
centrifugation-redispersion cycles is negligible (see Figure S12).
During the preparation of this manuscript, Zhang et al.55

reported successful encapsulation of both BSA and silica
nanoparticles within PEG−PHPMA vesicles prepared at 20 °C
using a photoinitiated PISA formulation. However, compared
to the present study, only limited characterization of the extent
of encapsulation was undertaken.

■ CONCLUSIONS
In summary, we report the in situ encapsulation of silica
nanoparticles within PGMA−PHPMA diblock copolymer
vesicles prepared via PISA in concentrated aqueous solution.
Excess silica is readily removed via centrifugation−redispersion
cycles, and the presence of the silica nanoparticles within the
purified vesicles is confirmed by cryo-TEM studies. Thermo-
gravimetric analysis enables the loading efficiency to be directly
determined, and these results are fully consistent with
quantitative data derived from both disk centrifuge sedimen-
tometry and small angle X-ray scattering studies. The former
technique indicates that silica encapsulation leads to a density
distribution being superimposed on the vesicle size distribution,

Figure 10. TEM images obtained for G55H270 diblock copolymer
vesicles prepared via PISA at 10% w/w copolymer at 37 °C in the (a)
absence of BSA and (b) presence of 5% w/w BSA (after six
centrifugation−redispersion cycles to remove non-encapsulated BSA).
(c) In order to calculate the BSA loading efficiency within the vesicles,
fluorescence emission spectra were recorded for both the empty
G55H270 vesicles and the BSA-loaded G55H270 vesicles before and after
centrifugation. The background fluorescence emission spectrum of
water was also recorded (the sharp signal at 305 nm is a Raman water
band). [N.B. BSA exhibits weak intrinsic fluorescence; absorption at
278 nm and emission at 337 nm].50,51
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which results in its artificial broadening. The latter technique
required development of a new analytical model to calculate the
silica volume fraction within the vesicles. SAXS studies also
reveal a silica structure factor, which provides compelling
evidence for successful nanoparticle encapsulation within the
vesicles. To our knowledge, this is the most detailed study yet
of a model vesicle encapsulation system. Moreover, we
demonstrate that the encapsulated silica nanoparticles can be
released in a controlled manner via thermally triggered vesicle
dissociation. Time-resolved SAXS studies indicated that the
vesicle-to-sphere morphological transition is complete after 12
min at 0 °C. DLS studies and TEM images show that this
morphological transition required much longer time scales
(hours/days) when cooling to 2, 5, or 10 °C. Our findings
suggest the possibility of a “self-healing” formulation for
synthetic hydrogels and perhaps also biological tissue.40

Furthermore, we demonstrate that in situ vesicle loading via
PISA formulations is translatable to other cargoes, including
biologically relevant species such as proteins.
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